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ABSTRACT
EUV Lithography now reaches the fab floor. The technology ramp up and integration with existing processes will
require evolutionary steps in many aspects of the technology. For instance will it be necessary to reduce 3D mask effects
like shadowing e.g. by introducing a thinner absorber structure. Continuous progress will be based on using new
materials, adapted multilayers, and new reticle designs. Many of these developments are based on simulations and
computer models for the design of the required structures and thus require data on the optical properties of the materials
involved. In particular when addressing the reticle where the optical function is the target value. Using its more than 25
years of expertise in EUV metrology1, PTB operates instrumentation for reflectometry and scatterometry2 in the EUV
and adjacent wavelength ranges and can provide the data for the determination of optical material parameters for
individual thin layers. The need for sound optical parameter characterization for the development of alternative EUV
materials was thoroughly motivated during the 2015 SPIE Advanced Lithography conference3. The data required is not
readily available from databases, as thin film properties - depending on their deposition method and interfaces - may
deviate significantly from standard bulk data4. Therefore, better optical constants and a continuous availability of the
associated measurement tools are vital for further progress in EUV reticle and optical system design. The ability to vary
relevant parameters like wavelength, angle of incidence (AOI), the plane of incidence and polarization is a prerequisite
to gather sufficient data to model optical constants. We give details on PTB's measurement capabilities and accessible
parameter space for optical material parameter characterization and show some representative data and results.
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1. INSTRUMENTATION
To achieve low measurement uncertainties, a stable and carefully characterized lightsource is required. Notably a well
defined energy scale and radiant power reference is fundamental5. The PTB beamlines at BESSSY II and the MLS1
cover the wavelength range from X-ray to visible (below 1 nm to 400 nm). For the measurements discussed here, our
soft X-ray beamline (0.7 to 25 nm) and its instrumentation is suited best:
1.1 Soft X-ray Beamline
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Wavelength range: 0.7 nm to 25 nm
Radiant power: 0.5 µW at 13.5 nm
Higher diffraction orders: 0.06 %
Diffuse scattered light 0.2 %
Divergence: 1.6 mrad by 0.4 mrad
(at full entrance aperture opening)
Polarization better than 99 % linear at 13.5 nm
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Figure 1: PTB's Soft X-ray beamline at BESSY II was designed for maximum stability and a well collimated beam.
Tabulated beamline parameters on the left.
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The polarization state of the soft X-rays has been investigated6 and the beamline was aligned to provide maximum linear
polarization oriented in the orbital plane of the storage ring – see Figure 2.
Figure 2:
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Left scale: The rotation of the polarization ellipse of the
radiation in the experimental station (red).
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Right scale: The degree of polarization of the radiation in
the experimental station (blue)
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1.2 EUV Ellipso-Scatterometer
To benefit from the available linearly polarized light, an Ellipso-Scatterometer has been set up (Figure 3) where the
plane of reflexion can be arbitrarily chosen to select the orientation of the sample relative to the linearly polarized
incident light. Angles of incidence relative to the surface normal between 1.5° and 90° can be reached for any plane of
reflexion.
Figure 3:
EUV Ellipso-Scatterometer of PTB7. The sample
stage can accept samples up to 190 mm square and
5 kg in mass. The mechanics are completely UHV
compatible and lubrication free. The polarization
analyzer at the detector stage is highlighted with a
red circle. The inset shows the Brewster
Polarimeter in more detail. The rotary stage at the
back and the mirror and diode mounting position
on top can be seen. The rotation around the beam
to be characterized is indicated in blue.

To detect the polarization state of the reflected light, a linear polarization analyzer was added to the detector suite of
PTB's ellipsometer - see inset. We use a broadband multilayer mirror at Brewster angle as analyzer. For measurements,
the polarimeter setup can be rotated around the measured beam. The broadband multilayer mirrors enable sufficient
bandwidth for the polarimeter the measure the full spectral reflectance curve of a standard multilayer mirror. Figure 4
shows the reflectance of the 3 broadband multilayer mirrors available. Figure 5 displays the polarization capabilities of
our EUV polarimeter with a suppression ratio Rs/Rp of more than 1000.
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Figure 4:
In green, red and blue the passband of different broadband
multilayer mirrors available for the polarization analyser.
The shaded gray area represents a reflectivity curve of one
standard multilayer mirror reflecting at 13.5 nm which is
well covered by the broadband multilayer mirror in blue.

Figure 5:
Polarization properties of a broadband multilayer mirror
(blue from Figure 4). Measured data is given in symbols:
Blue circles for measurements with the E-vector
perpendicular to the plane of reflection,
red dots with the E-vector in the plane of reflection.
Suppression ratio Rs/Rp > 1000 is not directly visible from
the measured data but masked by the only 99 % linear
polarization of the beamline.

2. MEASUREMENT DATA
2.1 Reflectance at Brewster Angle
As an example for the achievable polarization resolution, we measured the reflectance of a Mo/Si multilayer mirror with
10 nm bilayer thickness around the Brewster angle of 42.5°. The large period was needed to obtain a Bragg reflection at
the Brewster angle in the EUV spectral region around 13.5 nm. Taking advantage of the combination of highly polarized
incident radiation (see Figure 2) and a high suppression ratio of the polarizer (see Figure 5), we were able to measure the
reflectance for P-polarized radiation at levels 104 times below the reflectance for S-polarized radiation, Figure 6. From a
series of measurements at AOI around the Brewster angle, the variation of center wavelength and peak reflectance with
the AOI can be obtained as shown in Figure 7. Here, the data is compared to a calculation for the multilayer stack using
the IMD software package8. The multilayer parameters were adopted to fit the measured reflectance for S-polarized
radiation. This presentation highlights the cause of the apparent differences between measured and calculated reflectance
for P-polarized radiation from Figure 6. The minimum of the spectral reflectance curve as well as the kink in the
wavelength curve occurring at the Brewster angle are both shifted to slightly higher values in the experimental data. The
equation for the Brewster angle ΘB relates the index of refraction to tan(ΘB). Therefore, tan(ΘB) is shown in the upper
scale in Figure 7. It is obvious that in the case of the multilayer the Brewster angle ΘB is related to the index of refraction
of the optical dense material, i.e. Mo in our case. The experimental data thus indicates that the optical density of the
sputtered, mostly amorphous Mo layers in the multilayer is indeed slightly lower than the bulk value from Henkes
tables4. Thus the measurement at the Brewster angle provides an elegant access to the optical constants of the buried Mo
layers.
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Figure 6:
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S- and P- reflectance of Mo/Si multilayer mirror,
measured at the Brewster angle.
Measurement data in symbols,
Model calculations in lines.
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Figure 7 shows how measurement and calculation coincide offering a way to derive optical parameters.

2.2 Polarization Resolved Diffraction Efficiency
A further example is the measurement of the polarization resolved diffraction efficiency for absorber lines&spaces at
EUV reticles in arrays of horizontal and vertical absorber lines. For future off-axis illumination schemes and higher NA
optics, polarization effects become more significant for lithographic modeling and structure reconstruction9.
The diffraction efficiency depends on the orientation of the incident light towards absorber lines and the polarization of
the incident light. For light incident parallel to absorber lines (vertical lines), no significant dependence of efficiency on
polarization was found (see Figure 8). There is however, the remarkable effect that the efficiency for P-polarized light is
slightly higher than for S-polarized light. This is in contrast with the heuristic assumption of the general preference of
S-polarized light. For horizontal lines, i.e. for light incident perpendicular to absorber lines a significant polarization
dependence is observed with up to 20% relative for the +1st. diffraction order - see Figure 9. This is also notable because
the pitch of the structures on the mask, 160 nm, is still relatively large as compared to the wavelength of 13.5 nm.
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Figure 8:
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Polarization resolved diffraction efficiency of absorber
lines on an EUV test reticle. Symbols are given for
different diffraction orders, colors represent different
polarization direction. The inset shows the orientation of
beam and absorber line grid – incidence parallel to lines.
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Figure 9:
Polarization resolved diffraction efficiency of absorber
lines on an EUV test reticle. Symbols are given for
different diffraction orders, colors represent different
polarization direction. The inset shows the orientation of
beam and absorber line grid – incidence perpendicular to
lines.

160 nm pitch

Although the EUV light from plasma sources used today is unpolarized at the sourcepoint, polarizing effects from
reticles and optics will necessitate an investigation to know and take into account polarization dependent effects on the
reticle when modeling lithography.

3. MODEL FIT FOR OPTICAL PARAMETERS
In order to reduce the so-called “mask 3D effects” new absorber and multilayer materials are under investigation10. Often
the preferred elements from the point of optical constants are not suited to create thin homogeneous, smooth layers with
low residual stress and many other properties required for manufacturability of EUV reticles. A potential approach to
overcome this issue is to fabricate thin layered systems with individual layer thicknesses well below the EUV
wavelength. Here we present detailed measurements of the EUV reflectance for a potential layered absorber stack. The
layer stack was composed of sub-wavelength single layers when examined with EUV – see Figure 10.
Figure 10:
31 nm

TEM image of sample layer stack. The structures visible
are sub wavelength.

The measurement of EUV reflectance as function of AOI from normal to grazing and a broad spectral range around 13.5
nm is shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. We investigated here whether it is possible to reduce the complex 10-layer
structure from Figure 10 to a single layer with effective optical constants. This would substantially ease the modeling of
the EUV reticle as well as the determination of the data because only one pair of n&k is needed instead of several and
several thickness values.
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Figu
ure 11:
Refllectance over AOI
A
and waveelength of the layer stack
from
m Figure 10. Measurement
M
ddata as black grid,
g
model
simu
ulation (IMD) as colored surfface. Here the model is a
calculation with IM
MD and the noominal parameeters of the
multtiple layer stacck. The generall agreement is reasonable.
r
Partticularly the ratther high reflecctance around 13.5
1
nm for
norm
mal incidence is obtained. For shorter wavelength
w
addiitional interfereence fringes froom the thinner sub-layers
appeear in the calcullation.

ure 12:
Figu
Sam
me data as abovee shown for a rreduced wavelen
ngth range.
Agaain measuremennt data as blacck grid, model simulation
(IMD
D) as colored surface. This time, the simu
ulation was
builtt on a single laayer model, mixxing all internaal structures
of th
he stack into one
o single layerr. Here, a good
d fit of the
meaasured reflectannce is only obtaiined for higher AOI. Near
norm
mal incidence the
t calculated rreflectance is siignificantly
too low.
l

From the meeasurements annd their modeeling shown in
i the figuress above, severral conclusionns can be draw
wn. Figure 111
shows that foor a wide waavelength band, particularlyy including sh
horter waveleengths, a full model fitting
g is needed too
describe the data.
d
Restrictinng to the narrrow EUV rangge, on the otheer hand, removves these obvvious shortcom
mings and onlyy
the reflectancce of the absorrber layer neaar normal incidence is not correctly
c
descrribed. For thee application of
o the absorberr
stack at an EUV
E
reticle, however, nott reflectance but
b transmittaance is of firsst importancee. Therefore, we used bothh
models, layerred stack and single layer with
w effective optical
o
constaants, to calculaate the transm
mittance of the absorber. Thee
results are shown in Figuree 13. From thee close match of the results, one can concclude that the approach of a single mixedd
layer with efffective opticaal constants iss a viable first step modeling optical paarameters and transmittancee for such subb
wavelength sttructures.
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Figu
ure 13:
Tran
nsmittance of thhe same samplee as above, colo
or surface
and grid both depiccting model resuults: Single layeer model
(black grid) and thee layered stack (colored surfacce).

4. CONCLUSI
C
IONS
PTB is able to
t provide meeasurement daata over a widde range of waavelengths (below 1 nm to 400 nm), cov
vering the fulll
range of polaarization and AOI. Measurrements show
w a significantt dependence of the diffracction efficienccy of absorberr
line grating structures
s
on EUV
E
photomaasks to the rellative orientatiion of the abssorber lines annd the inciden
nt light as welll
as polarizatioon. Measurem
ments on mulltilayer mirrorrs around thee Brewster anngle open a nnew way to derive opticaal
parameters. Measurement
M
data over a wide
w
range off parameters like
l
AOI andd wavelength provide the basis
b
to derivee
optical param
meters and to test
t the appliccation and connstraints of op
ptical models for complex systems. For some parts of
the parameteer space like AOI's near grazing
g
inciddence or transsmittance, optical parametters are accesssible using a
simplified sinngle mixed layyer model withh effective opptical constants.
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